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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 
This project report based on the design and commutation and control of a novel kind of 
spherical stepper motor in which the poles of the stator are electromagnets and the poles 
of the rotor (rotating ball) are permanent magnets. Due to the fact that points on a sphere 
can only be arranged with equal spacing in a limited number of cases (corresponding to 
the Platonic solids), design of spherical stepper motors with fine rotational increments is 
fundamentally geometrical in nature. We address this problem and the related problem of 
how rotor and stator poles should be arranged in order to interact to cause motion. The 
resulting design has a wider range of unhindered motion. We also address the problem of 
commutation, i.e., we determine the sequence of stator polarities in time that approximate 
a desired spherical motion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 
 

This report is based on our project of development of a spherical stepper motor; this 
includes proposing the design based on theory and developing a suitable control circuit 
for interfacing with the computer. The report also includes the details of a working 
prototype of the motor. 
Spherical motor designed by us is a DC Stepper motor with a spherical rotor having 
permanent magnets placed a in a semi regular spherical symmetry ,the rotor moves under 
the field of stator which is a hemispherical having electromagnets mounted on it , these 
electromagnet are controlled by the computer's parallel ports through interfacing circuit 
also designed by us. 
Besides the design of motor , another important issue discussed in the report is that of 
algorithm development for the control of the motor, we have considered the cylindrical 
projection (which is same as that used for drawing 2-D maps of a rather spherical earth) , 
which satisfactorily serves our purpose, through these projected maps of stator and rotor 
the energizing sequence of the electromagnets for a particular step is deduced, this 
sequence is then implemented as a computer program and the motor which is connected 
to the parallel port is driven through this computer program. 
The project as a whole is a step towards developing new kind of machines capable of 
multiple degrees of freedom having various applications in the fields of robotics and 
mechatronics. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KINEMATICS DESIGN 
 

 

 

Central to the design of spherical motors is the selection of compatible rotor and stator 
geometries. In the same way that standard cylindrical motors must not have the same 
number of rotor and stator poles in order to operate, the symmetries of spherical rotors 
and stators must not be the same. The question then becomes one of finding which 
combination of stator and rotor arrangements is the most appropriate. Since there is a 
very limited number of regular arrangements of points on the sphere, and since these are 
far too coarsely distributed for use in a discrete-state motor capable of the applications , 
the question becomes one of finding compatible “semi regular” rotor and stator 
arrangements. 
Only five convex three-dimensional polyhedra exist which have polygonal faces that are 
both congruent and regular. These so-called perfect solids are the tetrahedron (4 
triangular faces), cube (6 square faces), octahedron (8 triangular faces), dodecahedron (12 
pentagonal faces), and icosahedron (20 triangular faces). 
By projecting faces of any of these polyhedra onto a sphere from the common center of 
the sphere and polyhedron, the sphere is divided into regions of equal area and shape. 
Regular circle packings on the sphere are generated by inscribing circles in each of these 
regions (which is the same as first inscribing circles in each polygonal face of a perfect 
solid and then projecting onto the sphere). In particular, the tetrahedron is dual to itself, 
the cube is dual to the octahedron, the dodecahedron is dual to the icosahedron. A finite 
group of rotational symmetries exists for each pair of dual perfect solids. By subdividing 
the sphere into units formed by overlaying the projections of dual perfect solids on the 
sphere, and observing the symmetries of these units, it is shown below how 16 packings 
of congruent circles on the sphere are generated in addition to the regular packings. 
It is then shown how one can pack an arbitrary number of “almost congruent” circles on 
the sphere by recursively subdividing these units and inscribing circles in each resulting 
Subdivision. In either case, these semi regular packings of congruent circles inherit the 
symmetry group of their dual parent polyhedra. 

 



Of the 21 regular and semi regular circle packings, two are redundant. The remaining 19 
circle packings possess three desirable properties: 1) all circles “kiss” their nearest 
neighbors; 2) uncovered areas of the sphere surrounded by congruent circles posses 
discrete rotational symmetry; and 3) uncovered areas surrounded by circles of different 
size are always enclosed by exactly three circles. These properties form the starting point 
for a recursion that allows one to pack an arbitrarily large number of incongruent circles 
on the sphere, the centers of each circle corresponding to the center of a rotor pole. These 
packings allow one to achieve very high packing ratios, and retain the tetrahedral, cubo–
octahedral, or icosa–dodecahedral rotational symmetries of the base semi regular 
packings of congruent circles. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF POLE PLACEMENT 
 

 
Positions on the unit sphere S2 are parameterized using spherical coordinates and are 
called the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. 

  
The distance between two points as measured along the shorter segment of the great arc 
connecting the points is calculated as  

                             ……………….(1) 
where, in the context of the current discussion,cos-1(.) takes values in the range [0,∏]. In 
this way, the length of the shorter of the two great arcs connecting  and  is 
automatically chosen. 

For example, the distance between the North Pole  and any arbitrary point 
 is  

A regular placement of N points on the unit sphere is one for which the distance between 
each point and its nearest neighbors is the same for all points considered. It has been well 
known since the time of the ancient Greeks that the only regular placements of points 
correspond to the vertices of the so-called Platonic solids: tetrahedron, octahedron, cube, 
icosahedron, and dodecahedron with N=4, 6, 8, 12, and 20, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the 
icosahedral and octahedral tessellations of the sphere.  
As an interesting aside, we note that the simplest spherically shaped viruses encode just 
enough genetic information to express a single kind of protein unit. A number of these 
units then self-assemble to form a protein shell. These shells have icosahedral symmetry 
because this is the regular packing which best approximates a sphere. More sophisticated 
viruses encode more than one kind of protein which self assemble to form semi regular 
polyhedral shells. We also note that a number of spherical circle packings in nature can 
be found in other contexts.  
Since it is desirable to place rotor and stator poles at finer increments than the vertices of 
the Platonic solids to achieve finer discretization of rotation, one must consider 
alternatives to these regular placements.  
One approach is to consider the desirable number of stator and rotor poles and pack this 
number of same-sized circles on the sphere. The centers of these circles then indicate the 
placement of the centers of the poles. In fact, a wide variety of packings have already 
been studied in the literature in the context of several different applications. However, as 
a rule, such packings do not posses the degree of symmetry that the regular packings do. 
This is quite important in the context of a spherical stepper, where the 
rotor and stator poles must have some compatibility in order to be able commutate. Our 
approach is, therefore, to use recursive semi regular packings of almost-equal-sized 
circles on the sphere. Our search will begin with the vertices of the Platonic solids, and 



recursively place new points until the desired number is approximated. Then, evaluations 
of how well disbursed the points are, and how compatible the choice for rotor and stator 
is, will be performed. In order to do this, we must first develop some mathematical tools 
to do geometrical constructions on the sphere. Fig. 3 is helpful in this regard. 
 The plane which intersects the sphere resulting in the great circle containing points 

and  has a unit normal  

 
The plane containing the great circle which, in turn, contains and  is described by  

 
Where  is the vector of Cartesian coordinates of an arbitrary point.  
Given a point on the sphere , one can determine the shortest distance measured on the 
sphere between and the great circle defined by  by first constructing a plane passing 
through the origin and the point  which is orthogonal to the plane defined by . Since  
and must lie in this new plane, it is defined by the normal  

 
The great arc defined by contains  and intersects at a right angle the great arc 
containing  and  This means the shortest distance between and the great arc defined 
by  is measured along the great arc defined by  
The intersection of the two planes, written as the simultaneous equations 

 
define a line that intersects the sphere at the points  

 
Thus, the distance between and the arc defined by  is  

 
where simply means minimization with respect to the choice of ±. 
Observing that, for  

 
and  

 
one obtains the simple answer  

 
We will use this simple result in the next section to inscribe a spherical cap inside an 
arbitrary spherical triangle. 

 
B. Recursive Generation of Circle Packings 



To begin, the coordinates of the vertices of the Platonic solids are required. These are 
calculated as follows, there each solid is centered at the origin, and the vertices all lie on 
the surface of the unit sphere 
Tetrahedron: The spherical coordinates of the first vertex can be taken as (Ф,Ө)=(0,0) 
(the north pole). The remaining three vertices have spherical coordinates (0, α), (2п/3,α) 
and (4п/3,α) .The polar angle α is determined by the equality 

 
Octahedron: The vertices lie at v1=(0,0,1)T, v2=(0,0,-1)T, v3=(1,0,0)T, v4=(-1,0,0)T, 
v5=(0,-1,0)T, v6=(0,1,0)T. 
Cube: The vertices lie at v1= (1/√3)(1,1,1)T , v2= (1/√3)(-1,1,1)T , v3= (1/√3)(1,-1,1)T , v4= 
(1/√3)(1, 1, -1)T , v5= (1/√3)(-1,-1,1)T , v6= (1/√3)(1,-1,-1)T , v7= (1/√3)(-1,1,-1)T , v8= 
(1/√3)(-1,-1,-1)T . 
Icosahedron: It is clear from its symmetry that v1 =(0,0,1)T , v2 = (0,0,-1)T 
Then, there are two sets of five points with coordinates as follows. The first set has 
coordinates (0,β), (п/5,β), (2п/5,β), (3п/5,β) and (4п/5,β). The second set is rotated about 
the e3 axis by п/10 relative to the first, and is as distant from the south pole as the other 
set is from the north pole: (п /10, п –β), (3п /10, п –β), (5п /10, п –β), (7п /10, п –β) and  
(9п /10, п –β).The angle is β determined by  

 
Or 

 
Dodecahedron: The vertices are determined by taking all sets of three most proximal 
vertices of the icosahedron, adding them, and normalizing so that the result is a unit 
vector. 
1) Inscribing Circles in Triangular Regions on the Sphere: 

Any three points define the vertices of a spherical triangle. Therefore, they 
define the spherical triangle. In this section, we solve the following: given these points, 
find a fourth point that is simultaneously  equidistant from the three edges of the 
spherical triangle and, hence, defines the center of an inscribed circular cap . 
This can be stated as the solution of the set  of equations where and This problem 
can be restated as the three equations 

 
 
where   
this problem can be restated as three equations 

 
Clearly, satisfies the first two equations when it is a scalar multiple of the cross product 
of  and  The last equation is satisfied by normalizing this result. Hence,  

 
The two choices correspond to the same circle in  but different circular caps with 
antipodal centers and radii r and п-r That is, for every spherical circular cap, there is 
another which is its complement in the sphere. We choose the value of  for which the 
radius as measured on the sphere is smaller. Using this general result, one can inscribe 



circles in the spherical triangles that result from subdividing the spherical polygons 
generated by connecting the vertices listed in the previous section. 
2) Inscribing Spherical Circles in the Space Between Existing Spherical Circles: Suppose 
one is given three kissing circles on the surface of the sphere, with centers and 
radii r1, r2 and r3 as measured on the surface of the sphere. Then, to find the center of a 
circle inscribed in the space between the three circles, one solves the system of equations 

                         (2) 
for  i = 1,2,3 where  is the unknown position of the center of the desired circle, and is r 
its radius. This system of equations is solvable in closed form as follows.  
First, take the cosine of (2) for each value of i and expand the right side using 
trigonometric rules. The result is written in matrix form as  

                           (3)  

where  

and  
Hence, r once is known,  can be found by a simple matrix inversion. r is found by 
isolating  in (3), and writing the dot product  

 
Making the standard substitutions 

 
 and  

 
the equation  reduces to a quadratic equation in z with two roots for r The 
smallest positive real root is then chosen, and back substitution yields  
The problem of finding the inscribed circle within four touching circles, the problem of 
inscribing a circle in a spherical quadrilateral with symmetry, and the problem of finding 
the circle inscribed in the space between a spherical triangle and an already-existing 
inscribed circle follow similarly.  
3) Enumeration of Semi regular Spherical Circle Packings: 

Once the sphere is tessellated into congruent regular spherical triangles, there are seven 
ways to inscribe circles within and between these triangles. These are depicted in Fig. 5. 
Using the techniques outlined previously, and knowing the coordinates of all the vertices, 
the positions of the centers of these circles (which we refer to as primary circles) and 
their radii are easily calculated. Doing the enumeration explicitly, one finds that two sets 
of semi regular circle packings are shared between those with octahedral and tetrahedral 



symmetry. Hence, the number of distinct semi regular packings is 19 (5 Platonic 14 

others).  
These semi regular packings form the starting point for a recursive procedure in which 
circles can be inscribed within collections of kissing circles to fill the remaining empty 
spaces. Particularly promising semi regular packings are: 1) the one with icosahedral 
symmetry with six half circles per triangle, and two other sized circles inscribed in the 
center and at the vertices and 2) the one with octahedral symmetry and six primary circles 
inscribed per triangle, with smaller ones inscribed around them. In this way, the primary 
circles from both packings are almost the same size and, since the symmetry groups of 
the packings are not the same, there will never be a state from which the motor is unable 
to escape. It would seem that choosing any two of the 19 distinct packings from different 
symmetry categories is a prerequisite for rotor and stator compatibility. It is also 
important that a sufficient number of rotor and stator poles line up to generate narrow 
potential wells corresponding to stepper states. Our choice satisfies this requirement as 
well. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DESIGN OF THE PROTOTYPE 
 

Rotor Placement 
 

There are 80 rotor poles (permanent magnet poles) placed in semi-regular spherical 
symmetry in our model, this arrangement of rotor poles is designed from the 
consideration that rotor and stator must have different symmetries for there motion , 
moreover the exact shape can be easily comprehended by observing one octant of the 
sphere ,which can be viewed as a spherical triangle containing 10 poles, this triangle has 
6 poles such that joining these poles forms a regular hexagon and one pole is placed at 
the centre of the hexagon , rest three poles are touching the vertex. 

 
Stator Placement 
The stator pole placement is also in semi-regular spherical symmetry, i.e. on the corners 
of a spherical icosahedron. These are placed on a hemispherical shell containing 16 poles 
(Electromagnets, max. current rating: 0.5 ampere) there are five spherical triangles in all 
in the hemisphere , arrangement on each triangle is shown in the fig. 

 
 



 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 
 

 

 
       The basic job the electronic circuit involved is to control 16 electromagnets (3 states 
each) using 12 pins of parallel port. So the technique used is time demultiplexion. Only 
one electromagnet is controlled at a time. To select one electromagnet a 4 * 16 decoder 
(74ls154) is used. And two other inputs are used to decide the state of electromagnet ‘01’ 
for forward energizing ‘00’ for no energizing and ‘10’ for backward energizing. The time 
at which other electromagnets are being controlled the state of an electromagnet is stored 
in a D-latch (74ls75). 
To control the direction of current in an electromagnet H-bridge is being used. H-bridge 
is a combination of four transistors in the shape of H to enable energizing in both forward 
and backward direction. Schematic is shown below. 

 
Schematic diagram for the electronic circuit 
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The Parallel Port 
 
Hardware  

The pin outs of DB25 connector is shown in the picture below 
 

     

The lines in DB25 connector are divided in to three groups, they are 
 
      1) Data lines (data bus) 
      2) Control lines 
      3) Status lines 
 
           As the name refers , data is transferred over data lines , Control lines are used to 
control the peripheral and of course , the peripheral returns status signals back computer 
through Status lines. These lines are connected to Data, Control And Status registers 
internally . The details of parallel port signal lines are given below 

Pin No 

(DB25) 
Signal 

name 
Direction 

Register 

- bit 
Inverted 

1 nStrobe Out 
Control-

0 
Yes 

2 Data0 In/Out Data-0 No 

3 Data1  In/Out  Data-1  No  

4 Data2  In/Out  Data-2  No  

5 Data3  In/Out  Data-3  No  

6 Data4  In/Out  Data-4  No  

7 Data5  In/Out  Data-5  No  

8 Data6  In/Out  Data-6  No  

9 Data7  In/Out  Data-7  No  

10 nAck  In  Status-6 No  

11 Busy  In  Status-7 Yes  

12 
Paper-

Out  
In  Status-5 No  



13 Select  In  Status-4 No  

14 Linefeed  Out  
Control-

1  
Yes  

15 nError  In  Status-3 No  

16 nInitialize Out  
Control-

2  
No  

17 
nSelect-
Printer  

Out  
Control-

3  
Yes  

18-25 Ground  -  -  -  
 

 

 

Parallel port registers 

 
As you know, the Data, Control and status lines are connected to there corresponding 
registers inside the computer. So by manipulating these registers in program , one can 
easily read or write to parallel port with programming languages like 'C' and BASIC. 
 
The registers found in standard parallel port are , 
 
      1) data register 
      2) Status register 
      3) Control register 
 
           As there names specifies, Data register is connected to Data lines, Control register 
is connected to control lines and Status register is connected to Status lines. (Here the 
word connection does not mean that there is some physical connection between 
data/control/status lines. The registers are virtually connected to the corresponding 
lines.). So what ever you write to these registers , will appear in corresponding lines as 
voltages, Of course, you can measure it with a multimeter. And What ever you give to 
Parallel port as voltages can be read from these registers(with some restrictions). For 
example , if we write '1' to Data register , the line Data0 will be driven to +5v. Just like 
this ,we can programmatically turn on and off any of the data lines and Control lines. 
In an IBM PC, these registers are IO mapped and will have unique address. We have to 
find these addresses to work with parallel port. For a typical PC , the base address of 
LPT1 is 0x378 and of LPT2 is 0x278. The data register resides at this base address , 
status register at baseaddress + 1 and the control register is at baseaddress + 2. So once 
we have the base address , we can calculate the address of each registers in this manner. 
The table below shows the register addresses of LPT1 and LPT2 

Register LPT1 LPT2 

data registar(baseaddress + 0) 0x378 0x278 

status register (baseaddress + 1) 0x379 0x279 

control register (baseaddress + 2) 0x37a 0x27a 



Programming concepts 

Almost all programming languages allow programmers to access parallel port using some 
library functions. For example, Borland C is providing "Inportb" and "Outportb" 
functions to read or write IO mapped peripherals. 

 
 
 
 
The Isolation Mechanism 
 
     Abrupt changes in the amount of current flowing through electromagnets can cause 
high voltage spikes to be produced , as high as 100 V. Such high voltage spikes can cause 
damage to the parallel port being used. Therefore for safety purposes isolation of parallel 
port is necessary. This is done by using opto-couplers MCT2. Usage of the chip described 
below. The chip consists of a photo diode and a photo sensitive transistor. Thus the input 
and output are isolated. 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 
The Decoder 
 
74ls154 is being used as the 4*16 decoder to control 16 electromagnets. The decoder 
takes input from 4 lines and outputs data by enabling one line out of 16 output lines. The 
line to be enabled is selected according to the binary data on the input lines. But the 
output enabled lines are inverted. So we need to use hex invertors. For 16 lines 3 hex 
invertors are needed. Schematic of 74ls154 is shown below. 

 
The Memory 
 
Since the parallel would control only one electromagnet at a time therefore the 15 
electromagnet must have something to remember there state. This job is done by D-latch 
74LS75. Single package comes with 4 D-latch. While 2 D-latch are needed to control an 
electromagnet. 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
The Motor Controller 
 
To energize electromagnet in both directions an H-bridge is required. Instead a motor 
controller IC L293D with inbuilt free wheeling diodes is used. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROTOTYPE 
 
A prototype model of spherical motor was designed by us the various dimensions were as 
follows: 
 
Stator Diameter: 15.0cm 
 
Stator Pole Dimensions: 

Electromagnet Diameter = 3.5cm 
Electromagnet Core diameter = 0.8cm 
 

Rotor Diameter: 12.5cm 
 
Rotor Pole Dimensions: 
 Magnet Diameter = 0.6cm 
 
Minimum air gap between stator and rotor pole = 0.3cm 
 
The prototype stator and rotor poles is mounted on spherical shells, we used globes of 
different sizes for this, the the core material for stator poles is soft iron and the rating of 
winding is 0.5 A ,the rare earth permanent magnets is used as the rotor poles. 
 
For placement of rotor poles on the inner surface of the sphere it is first it was first 
bisected and after placing the poles at required position the rotor is reformed by joining 
the to hemispheres. 
 
Stator poles were placed in the grooves made in stator hemisphere , it supported rotor 
above it through a very low friction beads placed in between them having diameter of 3 
mm. 
 
The implementation of our spherical stepper motor was achieved by placing cylindrical 
rare-earth permanent magnets along the inside surface of a hollow plastic sphere (with 
magnetic poles aligned with axes of the sphere) to form the rotor. 
The stator consists of off-the-shelf wrapped soft iron cores placed on the outside of a 
spherical cap which are polarized to form electromagnetic fields. Due to the fact that the 
symmetry of the rotor pole arrangement is different than that of the stator poles, the fields 
created by energizing stator coils provide a torque that changes the orientation of the 
rotor. A key feature of our design that is different than others found in the literature is 
that the stator does not envelop the rotor. In fact, it covers less than a hemisphere. As a 
result, our design is able to achieve a very wide range of motion. 
 



 

 



MOTION PLANNING 
 

Cylindrical Projections  
 

 
 
Such projections of a cylindrical projection projects information from the spherical Earth 
to a cylinder. The cylinder may be either tangent to the Earth along a selected line, or 
may be secant (intersect the Earth) along two lines.  Imagine that once the Earth's surface 
is projected, the cylinder is unwrapped to form a flat surface. The lines where the 
cylinder is tangent or secant are the places with the least distortion.  
 

 

 

Cylindrical projection  

 



A Mercator projection is created using a cylinder tangent at the equator. A Transverse 
Mercator projection is created using a cylinder that is tangent at a selected meridian.  An 
Oblique Mercator projection is created using a cylinder that is tangent along a great circle 
other than the equator or a meridian.As the spherical motor is capable of moving in 3-
dimensions, so it requires high degree of accuracy in its control, for maneuvering in a 
particular path, first of all the path is divided in small steps,  same as in a normal stepper, 
these step sizes are dependent on the symmetry in that particular direction, all such steps 
are recognized and for each of them a specific sequence of  electromagnet energisation is 
decided,now any path can be defined as made up of these small steps , so all possible 
paths can be followed , we have defined the energistion sequence for three of these steps ,  
by taking x, y, z direction as axis of rotation respectively , and found out the intermediate 
energisation for movement through 0.0625 inches of the circumference of our model. 

 
Using Cylindrical Projections  
 

For energizing sequence determination. 
 After we plot the cylindrical projection of rotor and stator on the same scale we 
can determine the energizing sequence by projecting them on the same paper as shown in 
the fig below 

 
Cylindrical projection of hemispherical rotor and stator 



In this way cylindrical projection of rotor can be moved a small distance after 
determining energizing of electromagnets in that position. The process should be repeated 
until the repetition of the sequence starts. 
Similarly cylindrical  projection can be drawn for different axis of rotation and energizing 
sequence can be decided. We have done this for three mutually perpendicular axis of 
rotation. The results of energizing sequence are summarized in following tables. 
 
Note:  
’+’sign means attractive energizsation w.r.t permanent magnet 
’-’sign means repulsive energizsation w.r.t permanent magnet 
‘0’sign means no energizsation w.r.t permanent magnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Energizing sequence around X-axis 
 
Stator pole no. 
Step Size 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

0.000” 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + + 0 0 0 - - 0 0 
0.125” - 0 + - - 0 0 + + 0 - 0 + - 0 - 
0.250” + 0 + - + 0 0 + 0 0 - 0 + 0 0 - 
0.375” + 0 + - + 0 0 + + 0 - 0 + + 0 - 
0.500” + 0 + 0 - 0 0 + - 0 - 0 - + 0 - 
0.625” + 0 - + 0 0 0 - - 0 - 0 + + 0 0 
0.750” + 0 0 + - 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 
0.875” + 0 + + 0 0 0 + - 0 + 0 - - 0 0 
1.000” + 0 - + 0 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 - - 0 + 
1.125” + 0 - - 0 0 0 + + 0 + 0 0 - 0 + 
1.250” + 0 - - + 0 0 + + 0 + 0 0 + 0 + 
1.375” - 0 + - + 0 0 - + 0 + 0 + 0 0 + 
1.500” - 0 + - - 0 0 - + 0 + 0 - - 0 + 
1.625” - + + - 0 - 0 - + 0 0 0 - - 0 0 
1.750” - 0 + + - 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 - - 0 - 
1.875” - 0 - + 0 0 0 0 - - - - - 0 0 - 
2.000” - 0 - - + 0 0 0 + 0 - - - - 0 - 
2.125” - 0 0 + + 0 0 - 0 0 - - - - 0 - 
2.250” - 0 0 - - + 0 + - 0 - 0 + - 0 0 
2.375” - 0 + - - 0 0 0 0 0 - - + 0 0 0 
2.500” - 0 + - 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 + + 0 0 
2.625” - 0 0 - + 0 0 - 0 0 + 0 + + 0 + 
2.750” - 0 - 0 + - 0 - 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 + 
2.875” - 0 - + 0 0 0 - - 0 + 0 - + 0 + 
3.000” - 0 - + - 0 0 0 - 0 + 0 - - 0 + 
3.125” - 0 0 + 0 0 0 + - 0 + 0 - - 0 + 
3.250” 0 - 0 0 0 + 0 + + 0 0 0 - - 0 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Energizing sequence around Y-axis 
 
Stator pole no. 
Step Size 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

0.000” 0 + - 0 - + - 0 + + - + + 0 - + 
0.125” - + 0 0 0 0 - 0 + + - + + 0 - + 
0.250” 0 0 + + + 0 - 0 + + - + + 0  - + 
0.375” + 0 + + + 0 + + + 0 - 0 0 + + - 
0.500” + 0 + 0 + 0 + + 0 - - - 0 + + - 
0.625” + - + - + - + + - - - - 0 + + - 
0.750” + + - - - - + 0 - - - - - 0 + - 
0.875” + 0 - - - 0 0 0 - - + - - - - - 
1.000” + - - - - - - - - - + + - - - - 
1.125” + - - - - - - - - + - + - - - - 
1.250” - - 0 - + - - - - + - + - - - - 
1.375” - 0 + - + 0 0 - 0 + + + 0 0 0 - 
1.500” - - + - + - + 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 + - 
1.625” - - + - + - + 0 + - + - + 0 + - 
1.750” - - + - 0 - + 0 + - + - + 0 + + 
1.875” - - - + - - + 0 + - + - + 0 + + 
2.000” - + - + - + - + + 0 - 0 + + - - 
2.125” - + - 0 - + - + + + - + + + - - 
2.250” - + - - - + - + 0 + + + 0 + - + 
2.375” - + 0 - 0 + - 0 - + + + - 0 - + 
2.500” - 0 + + + 0 0 0 - + + + - 0 0 + 
2.625” - - + + + - + - - - + - - - + + 
2.750” - - + + + - + - - - - - - - + + 
2.875” - - 0 + 0 - + - - - - - - - + + 
3.000” + - - - - + - - - - - - - - + - 
3.125” + + - - - + - - + 0 - 0 + - - + 
3.250” 0 + - 0 - + - 0 + + 0 + + 0 - + 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Energizing sequence around Z-axis 
 
 
Stator pole no. 
Step Size 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

0.000” - 0 - + - + 0 0 + 0 - 0 + 0 - 0 
0.125” - - + 0 - + - 0 + 0 - 0 0 0 + 0 
0.250” - - + 0 - + - 0 0 0 + 0 - 0 + 0 
0.375” - - + - 0 + 0 0 - 0 + 0 - 0 0 0 
0.500” - 0 + - + - + 0 - 0 + 0 0 0 - 0 
0.625” - + - 0 + - 0 0 + 0 - 0 + 0 - 0 
0.750” - + - + 0 - - 0 + 0 0 0 - 0 + 0 
0.875” - 0 - + - + 0 0 - 0 + 0 - 0 + 0 
1.000” - - 0 + - + + 0 - 0 + 0 0 0 - 0 
1.125” - - + - 0 + + 0 0 0 - 0 + 0 - 0 
1.250” - - + - + - - 0 + 0 - 0 + 0 0 0 
1.375” - + 0 - + - - 0 0 0 + 0 - 0 + 0 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DIFFICULTIES WITH PRESENT PROTOTYPE 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The spherical motor deviation from the desired path due to inaccuracies in the 
model. This causes a change in the further energizing sequence i.e. changes the 
following steps. Therefore even a small change in a step can lead to large 
deviation from the required path. 

• Weak electromagnetic field, due to small size constrain of electromagnet and 
permanent magnets, which provide just enough torque to overcome friction. 
Further due to weak electromagnetic field the iron core itself gets attracted 
towards the nearby permanent magnet even in case of repulsive energizing of 
electromagnet. 

• Low magnetic field density due to large reluctance in absence of iron path. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS 
 

Use of Sensors 
 
To compensate with the deviation from the axis of rotation we need to know the present 
position of the rotor at any instant so that we can change the energizing sequence 
accordingly. To know the position of rotor many sensor mechanisms have been given as 
follows: 

• Optical sensors 
• Mechanical sensors 
• Magnetic sensors 

 

Optical sensors 
 

Optical sensors are the widely accepted and cheapest form of position sensors. But to use 
them to detect the position of a spherical rotor is difficult task. The following diagram 
shows the use of sensors to detect the position of a 2-D circular disk. It first has to be 
painted black and white in systematic order and then place the sensors at required 
positions. The color of surface (black or white) will result in a binary number in the 
sensors which will indicate the position of the disk. 

 



There are basically two different concepts proposed for sphere painting. 
 
A. Geometric Painting 

The sphere is divided in symmetrical distribution and is painted black and white 
using the disk concept. The sensors and placed around the sphere in the form of disks. 
The problem with this method is that it becomes almost impossible to plan the geometric 
distribution of painting once the required accuracy increases. This introduced the concept 
of random voronoi. 
 

 
A basic geometric painting 

 
B. Random Voronoi 

 

This method suggests the random painting of sphere with spots of size decided by degree 
of accuracy required. Then a large number of sensors are placed around the sphere and 
then the computer is trained by providing position of sphere and code generated by the 
sensors. After a few sessions of training the computer is able to know the position of the 
sphere. 
 



 
A Basic Random Voronoi 

 
 
Mechanical sensors 

 
This system consists of two circular guides that are made to rotate by the output shaft 
attached to the rotor. The circular guides are arranged perpendicular to each other so that 
they can be rotated freely about the X-axis and about Y-axis of the stator coordinate 
frame. The angular rotation of the circular with respect to the stator frame is measured by 
means of an encoder. A third encoder measures the angular rotation of the output shaft 
with respect to one of the outer guide. Thus the body coordinate frame fixed on the 
output shaft with respect to the stator can be defined in terms of encoder readings. 

 
Schematics Illustrating Measurement System 



 

Use of Iron Fillings  
 
 
 
The magnetic field density is quite less due high reluctance path of air. This can be 
changed by use of iron trimmings in both rotor and stator. This will increase the magnetic 
field density by reducing the reluctance of the magnetic path. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



CONCLUSIONS 

 

 
 In the first phase of development of spherical stepper motor we have developed a 
prototype. The prototype works as an open loop system. So being open loop system, a 
little deviation in the axis of rotation may cause motor to behave unexpectedly. So 
sensors need to be deployed to cover up the damage caused by such small deviations. The 
less torque in the prototype due to low quality electromagnets used should be 
compensated. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix I 

 
 

MCT2E 
 

DESCRIPTION 

The MCT2E optoisolator consist of a gallium arsenide infrared emitting diode driving a 
silicon phototransistor in a 6-pin 
dual in-line package. 
FEATURES 

• UL recognized (File # E90700) 
• VDE recognized (File # 94766) 
– Add option V for white package (e.g., MCT2V-M) 
– Add option 300 for black package (e.g., MCT2.300) 
• MCT2 and MCT2E are also available in white package by specifying -M suffix, eg. 
MCT2-M 
APPLICATIONS 

• Power supply regulators 
• Digital logic inputs 
• Microprocessor inputs 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



74LS154 

 
DESCRIPTION 

The 74HC154; 74HCT154 are high-speed Si-gate CMOS  devices and are pin compatible with low 
power Schottky TTL (LSTTL). They are specified in compliance with JEDEC standard no. 7A. 
The 74HC154; 74HCT154 decoders accept four active HIGH binary address inputs and provide 16 
mutually exclusive active LOW outputs. The two-input enable gate can be used to strobe the decoder 
to eliminate the normal decoding “glitches” on the outputs, or can be used for the expansion of the 
decoder. The enable gate has two ANDed inputs which must be LOW to enable the outputs. 
The 74HC154; 74HCT154 can be used as a 1-to-16 demultiplexer by using one of the enable inputs as 
the multiplexed data input. When the other enable input is LOW, the addressed output 
will follow the state of the applied data 
FEATURES 

• 16-line demultiplexing capability 

• Decodes 4 binary-coded inputs into one 16 mutually exclusive outputs 

• Complies with JEDEC standard no. 8-1 B 

• ESD protection: 
HBM EIA/JESD22-A114-B exceeds 2000 V 
MM EIA/JESD22-A115-A exceeds 200 V. 

• Specified from −40 °C to +85 °C and −40 °C to +125 °C. 

 

 
FUNCTION TABLE 

 
Note 

1. H = HIGH voltage level 
L = LOW voltage level 
X = don’t care. 



 
 

 

74ls75 
Quad Latches 

General Description 
These latches are ideally suited for use as temporary storage for binary information 
between processing units and input/ output or indicator units. Information present at a 
data (D) input is transferred to the Q input when the enable (G) is high, and the Q output 
will follow the data input as long as the enable remains high. When the enable goes low, 
the information (that was present at the data input at the time the transition occurred) is 
retained at the Q output until the enable is permitted to go high. These latches feature 
complementary Q and Q outputs from a 4-bit latch and are available in 16-pin packages. 
 
Features  
Y Alternate Military/Aerospace device (5475) is available. 
Contact a National Semiconductor Sales Office/Distributor 
for specifications. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



L298D 
PUSH-PULL FOUR CHANNEL DRIVER WITH DIODES 

 

 
• 600mA OUTPUT CURRENT CAPABILITY 

• PER CHANNEL 

• 1.2A PEAK OUTPUT CURRENT (non repetitive) 

• PER CHANNEL 

• ENABLE FACILITY 

• OVERTEMPERATURE PROTECTION 

• LOGICAL "0" INPUT VOLTAGE UP TO 1.5 V 

• (HIGH NOISE IMMUNITY) 

• INTERNAL CLAMP DIODES 
DESCRIPTION  

The Device is a monolithic integrated high voltage, high current four channel driver designed to 
accept standard DTL or TTL logic levels and drive inductive loads (such as relays solenoides, DC 
and stepping motors) and switching power transistrs. To simplify use as two bridges each pair of 
channels is equipped with an enable input. A separate supply input is provided for the logic, 
allowing operation at a lower voltage and internal clamp diodes are included. This device is 
suitable for use in switching applications at frequencies up to 5 kHz. The L293D is assembled in a 
16 lead plastic packaage which has 4 center pins connected together and used for heatsinking 
The L293DD is assembled in a 20 lead surface amount which has 8 center pins connected 
together and used for heatsinking. 
 
Block Diagram 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Appendix II  
Magnetic Characteristics of Materials 
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